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Doorbell Type A

Doorbell Type A Dual

Doorbell Type A SOS
Button Names

LED Light

Volume Button

Music Note Button

Gear Button
Features

57 Available Tones
Adjustable Volume
Wireless Accessories (433 MHz)
Supports up to 10 Accessories
LED Status Light

Fortress Doorbell Type A
1 x Doorbell Receiver
1 x Wireless Doorbell Push Button

Fortress Doorbell Type A - Dual
1 x Doorbell Receiver
2 x Wireless Doorbell Push Buttons

Fortress Doorbell Type A - SOS
1 x Doorbell Receiver
1 x Wireless Doorbell Push Button
1 x Wireless SOS Necklace
First-Time Setup

After taking the items out of the box, follow these steps to begin using your new Fortress Doorbell Type A.

1. Remove Battery-Saver PullTab(s).

2. Plug the Doorbell Receiver into the wall outlet.

3. Test the Doorbell Push Button to make sure the Doorbell Receiver plays a tone successfully.

4. Mount/Install the Doorbell Push Button(s) in the desired location.

5. Pair the Doorbell Receiver with any other Fortress Accessories you may have, as needed. (See ‘Adding Accessories’).
Changing the Volume

1. Press the Volume Button to cycle through the volume settings.

2. To select a volume level, press the Gear Button, or just let the tone finish playing.

(4 volume levels available)

Changing the Tone

1. Press the Music Note Button to cycle through the available tones.

2. To select a tone, press the Gear Button, or just let the tone finish playing (57 tones available).

To cycle through the zones in reverse order, press and hold the Music Note Button until the Doorbell Receiver beeps once (~3 seconds).

This will not affect any accessories programmed with a ‘fixed tone.’ (See ‘Adding an Accessory.’)
Adding an Accessory

The Doorbell Receiver can store up to 10 Accessories in its memory (including the push button(s) and the SOS necklace).

1. Change the current tone to the desired tone for this accessory (See ‘Changing the Tone.’)

2. Press and hold the Gear Button (~3 seconds).
   The Doorbell Receiver will beep once, and the LED Light will be lit up.

3. Trigger the Accessory to send a signal to the Doorbell Receiver.
   The Doorbell Receiver will beep twice.

4. Press the Gear Button to save.
   The LED Light will go dark.

To add an accessory that will not change tone (fixed tone), press and hold both the Gear button and the Music Note button at the same time in Step 2 above.
**Factory Reset**

To remove all Accessories from memory, follow these steps:

1. Unplug the Doorbell Receiver.

2. Press and hold the Gear Button.

3. While holding the Gear Button, plug the Doorbell Receiver into the wall outlet. Continue holding the Gear Button (~10 seconds).

The Doorbell Receiver will beep several times, then it will give a series of fast beeps. It is now reset.

**Technical Specifications**

- Power: 110-220V 50-60Hz AC
- Working Draw: 0.5 Watts
- Wireless Frequency: 433 MHz
- Wireless Range: 150 feet w/ line of sight
- Push Button Battery: 1 x 27A 12V